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Abstract 

For sake of data security and privacy, enterprise cloud tenants would store their data on 

cloud storage in encrypted form if they outsourced their data storage service. But this 

usually sacrifices flexible data access functions such as data searching. Thus, enterprise 

tenants demand secure data and computation solution provided by cloud storage, which 

allow them enjoy cloud services without risks of leaking data privacy to outsiders and even 

service providers.  

In this paper, we propose an exclusive-or (XOR) homomorphism encryption scheme to 

support secure keyword searching on encrypted data. First, this scheme specifies a new 

data protection method by encrypting the data and randomizing it by performing XOR 

operation with a random bit-string . Second, this scheme can effectively protect data-in-

transit against passive attack such as ciphertext analysis due to the randomization. Third, 

this scheme is lightweight and just requires a symmetric encryption scheme and bitwise 

operations, which requires processing time in the order of milliseconds.     

1. Introduction 

In contrast to traditional storage services with fully trusted infrastructure and management, cloud 

storage provides tenants with a transparent service without the need to manage troublesome 

infrastructure. Individual users are already enjoying the flexibility and accessibility provided by cloud 

storage services such as gmail, dropbox and wechat. But it’s different for enterprise tenants who 

have to consider data confidentiality and safeguard the data from unauthorized access. If enterprise 

tenants were willing to outsource data storage to cloud, they would prefer flexible but secure 

storage services. For example, they would like cloud service handle their queries without knowing 

what is queried.  Thus, effective and secure data storage and retrieval to and from cloud storage 

become very important functions desired by cloud tenants and studied by researchers. 
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Most searchable encryptions address concerns of data confidentiality by using secure evaluation 

functions on encrypted data of symmetric or asymmetric encryption to determine whether the item 

is found or not [Song 00, Boneh 04, Liu 09, KuZu 12]. Song’s scheme [Song 00] evaluates a match by 

checking for a pre-defined relationship between the left and right half of the data structure without 

interaction, it is the most efficient searchable encryption scheme to date. However, the scheme 

leaks access pattern information. Boneh’s scheme [Boneh 04, Liu 09] evaluates a match by checking 

a set of trapdoor functions without interaction. It mitigates the access pattern leakage at extra data 

and computation cost, and hence is not suitable for large data sets. KuZu’s solution [KuZu 12] 

emphasizes similarity checks with locality sensitive hashing, which sacrifices the data security level. 

Besides data confidentiality, there are many proposed solutions to address access pattern leakages 

during searching on encrypted data [Fang 13, Islam 12, Liu 14]. Some models like Oblivious RAM 

[ORAM] do not leak any information, but it is too expensive to be adopted on large datasets. 

Recently some groups are working on a group-based construction to eliminate access pattern 

leakage [Liu 14].  

As data itself and its access pattern are two aspects of privacy issues concerned by cloud tenants, 

the outsourced data on the cloud must leak as little information as possible. We are working on a 

searchable encryption scheme to eliminate the pattern leakage issue, especially to protect against 

passive attack from eavesdropping, but not eliminate ciphertext analysis from cloud server. We 

construct a new searchable encryption where the query is encrypted and randomized for each 

session by a XOR-homomorphic operation.  We outline the contributions of this paper as the 

following: 

1. A new searchable encryption is presented that avoids both data and access pattern leakage. 

The exclusive-or (XOR)-homomorphic function fk(•) is used to preserve special characteristics 

in the data structure after randomization so that we can conduct searches without revealing 

neither data nor access patterns. 

2. We prove that the proposed XOR-homomorphism encryption satisfies a stronger security 

guarantee than existing searchable encryption scheme, such as Song’s scheme. This xor 

homomorphism encryption eliminates the risks of search pattern leakage to eavesdroppers. 

3. We test and compare the performance of the proposed construction with existing 

searchable encryption schemes. The experiment results indicate the effectiveness and 

feasibility of proposed construction. 

 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes preliminary knowledge 

related to secure searching and random permutation. Section 3 gives a full description of the 

new searchable encryption scheme. Section 4 shows the experiment results and analysis. 

Section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Preliminary Works 
2.1 Search on Encrypted Data 

To achieve search over encrypted data without comprising data privacy, the data and its access 

patterns should be protected from attackers and service providers. To deal with data leakage, both 

queries and results have to be protected in an encrypted form while allowing searchable 



functionality on the encrypted data. To deal with access pattern leakage, the encrypted data should 

not be distinguishable from each other and its access frequency should not be eavesdropped. 

 

We are proposing a practical solution to search on encrypted data while covering the above two 

leakage issues. As an efficient searchable encryption, Song’s scheme gave the principle of private 

keyword search, as illustrated in Figure 1. Keyword Wi is encrypted using a determined encryption 

and followed by a XOR-based randomization which built a data structure to link the relationship 

between the keyword and the encrypted data. As Figure 1 shows, this data structure can reflect the 

relationship between left part Si and right part Hki(Si) and enables searching on the ciphertexts. 

 

 
Ci = Xi XOR(Si  | Hki(Si) ) 
 
Ci  XOR Xi  = ( Si  | Hki(Si) )  

 

 
  

Figure 1 Principle of Song’s Searchable Encryption Scheme 

 

We first adopt similar principle to Song’s solution to do searchable encryption by evaluating the 

encrypted data structure to implement searching functionality. Then we enhanced its security 

against pattern leakage issue by embedding a XOR-homomorphism permutation to randomize 

session query.  

 

 

2.2 XOR-homomorphic Function using Pseudorandom Bit-permutations 

We use pseudorandom bit-permutation to build XOR-homomorphic function to enhance the 

protection against data access pattern leakage issue in this paper, as detailed in section 3. Properties 

of XOR-homomorphism functions are introduced here for understanding. 

 

XOR-homomorphism refers to the property of some functions; they preserve the structure of the 

XOR (⊕) operation on the input set. For a XOR-homomorphic function f and inputs x1 and x2, f(x1⊕x2) 

= f(x1) ⊕ f(x2); the XOR of the inputs when passed through the function will be equal to the XOR of 

the output of the function on the inputs.  For example, bit-based rotation is an XOR-homomophism 

function; the result of two strings rotate 1 bit to the left followed by XOR  equals to the result of two 

string XOR followed by 1 bit rotation to the left.  

 

 



 

Figure 1 Example of XOR-homomorphic Function - Bit-permutation 

 

The other example of a XOR-homomorphic function is permutation on bits of data. To ensure that 

the randomization cannot be tampered with easily, we must be careful about choosing a 

permutation. The bit-permutation can be chosen with an algorithm, such as Knuth shuffle, which will 

result in a random bit-permutation. Figure 2 illustrates a XOR-homomorphism of bit-permutations. 

The randomness of the permutation function depends on the underlying source of randomness.  

As the principle of searchable encryption showed, a special characteristic in the data structure after 

randomization is preserved so that we can search without revealing anything. This data structure 

(Si|Hki(Si), w.r.t. Ki=fk’(Li)) is defined to relate the left part and right part of the encrypted ciphertext, 

and it also requires knowledge of encrypted data. We use a pseudorandom number generator to 

generate the left part and seed it with a XOR-homomophic bit permutation of the left half to 

generate the right half. Figure 3 shows the cipher pad and its XOR-homomorphic properties.  

 

Figure 3 XOR-homomorphic Structure of Cipher Pad 

 

 

 

 



The scheme uses a cipher pad which is XOR-ed with the result of encrypting the keyword to be 

searched. This cipher pad is based on the session key of the query and is imbued with a special 

structure which is preserved after XOR operations; because the structure is XOR-homomorphic. 

From the principle of searchable encryption, the special data structure is preserved with XOR 

operation on the pre-encrypted data. And the defined cipher pad is XOR-homomorphism based 

pseudo random permutation.  Our scheme uses a cipher pad to do XOR with the encrypted keyword 

to be searched as session query. This session query preserves data confidentiality and access pattern 

by making use of the cipher pad randomly generated each session while it keeps the search ability 

due to its XOR-homomorphism permutation.   

3. Homomorphic Exclusive-or Operation Enhance Secure Searching on 

Cloud Storage 

3.1 Secure Data Upload  

Two levels of data protection are implemented before any data is uploaded to the untrusted server; 

deterministic symmetric encryption and randomization.  

 

Symmetric encryption is used to secure the privacy of the data and randomization is used to prevent 

statistical analysis by a man-in-the-middle on the encrypted data. The keyword to be searched is first 

encrypted with a deterministic symmetric encryption scheme such as AES-256. The deterministic 

encryptions ensures that the encrypted data is constant. This allows us to use it in a part of the 

randomization process. 

 

As mentioned in the previous section, the random cipher pad is created by hashing the left half of 

the encrypted keyword for keys and using them to perform a pseudorandom bit-permutation on the 

session key and concatenated.  

 

The cipher pad and encrypted data is XOR-ed together and gives us a randomized output. This 

prevents any eavesdropper or man-in-the-middle from getting any information about the keyword 

by analyzing the traffic  

 

After the protection steps, the data is sent to the untrusted server where they can be stored in 

database or tree-based structures for further searching. The details could be illustrated as figure 4. 



 

Figure 1 Secure Data Upload 

 

3.2 Secure Data Searching  

To enhance the security level, each keyword is randomized with the current session key Si’ to 

convert a deterministic encrypted keyword into a different form every session. With this 

functionality, we can eliminate man-in-the-middle or untrusted server attacks on ciphertext statistics 

and maintain the privacy of the stored data on an untrusted server. We retain the lightweight secure 

search evaluation process by introducing XOR-homomorphic functions to let the server search on 

encrypted keywords without additional information about the ciphertext. The details can be found 

in figure 5. 

 

Figure 2 Secure Data Searching 

 



3.3 Secure Download 

If there is a match in the data stored at the server, the data is returned as a ciphertext. With the 

random number used to randomize the ciphertext stored, the trusted client can decrypt the 

message and retrieve the original data.  

 

Using the stored random number Si, the left part of the ciphertext Ci is XOR-ed with Si to obtain the 

left part of the pre-encryption Li. Li is then hashed to obtain the key to the pseudorandom bit-

permutation. Si is permuted and we XOR that with the right part of the ciphertext to obtain Ri.  

 

Thus, we obtain the pre-encrypted keyword which is then decrypted to yield the original private data. 

The process is illustrated in figure 6. 

 

Figure 3 Secure Data Download 

 

4. Experiment Results and Analysis 

We performed some experiments to verify the correctness of our scheme and obtain results on the 

performance overhead. Figures 7 and 8 show the difference between an existing private keyword 

search scheme and our solution. Figure 7 shows the results of the existing scheme, Song’s scheme, 

which is used by CryptDB as well [Song 00, CryptDB 12]. It shows that Song’s scheme does not have 

session protection and the same data is always encrypted into the same ciphertext. This leaves it 

vulnerable to ciphertext analysis and access pattern analysis attacks. With our session protection, 

the same encrypted keyword results in different ciphertexts in different sessions; as seen from the 

difference in the bolded strings in figure 8. Due to the session randomness from the pseudorandom 

permutation, it effectively protect the query from the above two attacks.   



Besides that, we compare the time taken to search the data in the server. The process time includes 

two parts: query protection at client side and query searching at server side. With the extra session 

protection, our scheme adds an additional overhead of about 880-900 microseconds for the session 

protection. But the searching time at the server side is much faster in our scheme compared with 

the existing scheme, more than 30% speed up. The circled time, which is in milliseconds, shows that 

our scheme is faster than the existing scheme. Furthermore, as evidenced in table 1, our scheme’s 

advantage increases if the keyword is deeper down the list to be searched. Our scheme adds an 

additional overhead of about 880-900 miliseconds to the processing. This is negligible compared to 

the time taken to search on the server side, which is about 14s for a list of 10 000 words 

 

 

Figure 4 Exisitng Private Data Search Scheme without Session Protection 

  

Figure 5 Faster and More Secure Private Data Search Scheme with Session Protection 

5. Conclusions 

We proposed a searchable encryption algorithm with homomorphic XOR to enhance the data 

protection while not scarifying computation time. we are able to ensure that our randomization 

process will not be easily forged by those without knowledge of the secret key; it is not easy to 



extract the required details from the data uploaded to the server; and it still can keep searchable 

functionality on the encrypted data. 

Table 1 Performance Tests on the Time Taken to Search Encrypted Data 

Found location Searching time (µs) 

DSI scheme Song scheme 

2500 3504/3524 4941/4947 

5000 6984/6995 9913/9989 

7500 10398/10572 14826/14913 

10000 13955/13958 20032/20036 

Negative 14032 19769 
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